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The era,
the background

Digital assets saw an
explosion in 2017.
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Product,
introduction

The Real Coin platform
has diversified
product offerings.
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Traditional
financial
products

The Rea l C oi n p la t fo rm al s o
provides a variety of
traditional financial tools to
create a trading market with
Real and different markets.

Historical Background

Digital assets saw explosive growth in 2017. The total market value
of digital assets has risen from $17 billion to more than $650 billion
since early January 2017, and it exceeded $1,800 billion in
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November 2021.
With the rapid development of the underlying blockchain
technology, traditional financial institutions continue to enter the
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market, and the acceptance of relevant concepts and public
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bound to rise to seven higher levels in 2022.With a sharp increase in
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In the beginning of 2017, the average global daily trading volume

awareness are constantly improving, the digital asset industry is
market value, digital asset trading is also extremely hot worldwide.

of digital assets was less than $200 million, but this figure reached
$67.7 billion in 2022, demonstrating huge market potential.

Currently, the world's top 10 trading platforms trade about $2
billion a day, and they earn $1 million on a 0.1% fee.With the
blockchain market expanding rapidly, more investors will
participate in digital asset trading, and trading platforms still
have huge room to rise.

Product, introduction

Comprehensiv
e market
information
system

Single system

Social
transactions

Product risk
control

New currency
listing review

In addition to the above points, the Real Coin will also establish a perfect protection
mechanism.Once the existing trading platform is loopholes or stolen by hackers, it is
difficult to compensate users' losses. In order to protect platform users, Real Coin has set
up an investor protection fund.

Product, introduction

Currency trading area
Currency trading is divided into

OTC trading post
The Real Coin trading platform will also set up an

Certificate derivatives

OTC trading area and launch an OTC legal currency

Affected by market expectations and

three sectors: mainstream currency

exchange, where users can directly exchange BTC,

liquidity demand, the certification

area, potential currency area and

ETH, USDT and other digital assets in the OTC trading

price changes greatly.To reasonably

upper new currency area.

area.The Real Coin will now support the mainstream

hedge against the risk of price changes,

French currency on the market.

Real Coin will develop proven forward
contracts.

Certificate futures

Perpetual contract

Innovative products

Compared with certification forward,

The Real Coin platform will provide a

Real Coin will provide innovative

certification futures are a more standardized

perpetual contract, which can replicate

insurance products, and Real Coin

contract, and standardization is specifically

the spot market situation with high

will bear the investment risks of some

reflected in the unit number and delivery date

leverage, and currently provides up to

users.

stipulated by Real Coin.

100 times the leverage.

Traditional financial products
foreign exchange
shares
Stock is the choice of medium-and
long-term investment, and also the
most important investment tool in the
classical financial market.The Real
Coin platform will also provide
existing domestic and foreign
sectors.Users c a n fi nd a li st of
tradable stocks in the product
division of the Real Coin platform.

Regular financial
management
Real Coin will launch regular
fi n anc ia l p ro d u c t s , w h i c h a r e a
fixed-yield product. At present, the
platform mainly provides investors
wi t h w el l-k no w n f i n a n c i a l a s s e t
trading platforms and well-known
guarantee companies.

The forex trading market is the world's
largest, with an average daily trading
volume of over $5 trillion.This is a
frequent and volatile market, within a few
seconds can file a variety of changes.As a
result, forex traders are usually very
active, sometimes only a few minutes apart
from building positions to closing
positions, and the Real Coin platform will
also provide the corresponding foreign
exchange trading market, foreign exchange
tr ad ing p ai rs , a n d f o r e i g n e x c h a n g e
leverage.

bulk commodity
Some commodities are considered
as safe-haven assets, meaning
that adding these commodities to
a high-risk portfolio reduces the
risk of the portfolio and
increases the stability of
returns.The Real Coin platform
will also increase commodity
trading, such as gold, crude oil,
and natural gas, etc

bond
The Real Coin platform will also
provide bond trading zones,
classified according to the
credit rating of the bonds, for
investors with different risk
preferences to choose and invest.
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Real Coin digital assets social trading
platform technology introduction
To achieve top information flow processing
capabilities, Ensure accurate information
arrival and error-free processing results, The
Real Coin trading platform adopts an
independently developed Matrix engine
system, The engine system will be tested to
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transaction processing speed, Transaction
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making is 35-40% more efficient than in the
same industry, It provides the basic technical
support for the stable and efficient operation
of the platform; at the same time, The Real
Coin platform will integrate and optimize the
configuration of cloud computing at each
node, Enables Real Coin to achieve the
processing speed of the international top
stock futures trading platform.
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Real Coin digital assets social trading
platform technology introduction

Wallet system

Wallet system

Real Coin wallet system adopts the separation management of hot and cold wallet,
and uses multiple signature technology to monitor the status of wallet and assets
in real time. At the same time, through special private key management methods,
the security of wallet can be improved to the maximum extent on the premise of
ensuring user charging efficiency.

Performance extension system
Re al Coin establishes a redundant extension system based on load
balancing technology, which is the process of distributing received
requests to different servers by certain algorithms

Relay party (re layer) concept
Technically, to achieve cross-chain detrust transactions require
both counter things to create tasks on their respective chains, and
their tasks need to be consistent, where both are executed or
neither are executed

Performance extension system

A DeTrusted trading mechanism
Real Coin uses distributed network construction, which can not only eliminate
the single point of fault problem under the centralized system and ensure
uninterrupted operation, but also completely eliminate the counterparty risk
because each transaction is settled automatically operated

Real Coin digital assets social trading
platform technology introduction

Rapid
trading
speed
Transmission

High
safety
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2
3

High safety
The Real Coin trading platform will be built on the
self-developed underlying blockchain network, and
learn from the previous mature public chain system,
to ensure the highest level of security

Rapid trading speed

The underlying blockchain network independently
developed by Real Coin ensures that users can
enjoy the top transaction speed experience, with
the highest transaction speed of millions

transmission

The Real Coin trading platform will link the transaction
information to prevent the possible deficiency of I0U,
misappropriation of user margin and market betting in
the operation of the trading platform; reduce the risk of
using the trading platform and increase the
transparency of the trading platform.

Real Coin digital assets social trading
platform technology introduction
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The Real Coin trading platform will
provide flexible and diverse trading
methods for users to choose
from.Users with a large amount of
transaction funds can choose the
whole transaction process information
chain. In this way, the security of the
transaction has the highest guarantee

Cross-chain trading
The Real Coin tradi ng pl atform
based on atomic exchange
technology can be used to exchange
assets with accounts that hold
different chains without trust

Very low fee
02
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In the atomic exchange market, the
market mechanism of supply and
demand regulation determines the
extraction cost.When the initial cost
is too high, only a large amount
can be extracted by cash machine.

Data on the chain
The Real Coin platform will implement
all data links, including user comments,
published articles, chat records
between user communities, user
transacti on records, etc.The sol e
purpose is to ensure that any data
occurring on the Real Coin platform is
effectively saved and that it is not
tampered with
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Full Service

Full service

Social trading system
Real Coin focuses on combining "social"
with "trading" and redefining the way
financial products trade, not only
providing a platform for traders to share
their ideas and experiences, but also
focusing on portfolios shared by good
investors or others and copying their
operations in real time.

1. Top list of excellent
investors
2. Excellent Investor
column
3.Global 7 * 24
Information Systems
4.Diversified analysis
system

Full service

The Real Coin trading platform
provides a professional, all-around
trading analysis.
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Real Coin provides users with over 50 +
intelligent mapping tools to help users
conduct trend analysis and find investment
opportunities
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Real Coin will provide unique spread analysis
tools, and users can choose a group of ones
they want to conduct spread analysis, between
different digital currencies, between
different transaction targets

Full service

Multi-graph layout tool

Currency analysis

The Real Coin implementation can
open eight charts at once on a
single browser page to see
different market movements, or in
different cycles of the same
transaction target.

Real Coin will provide
users with basic digital
currency currency
information, position
address rankings, and Top.

Market analysis system

Artificial customer service

In addition to providing users with a
powerful trading analysis system, Real
Coin will also provide traders with a
comprehensive market analysis system to
help users to conduct a comprehensive
analysis from market information,
currency information and other aspects.

Since its establishment, Real Coin platform has
adhered to the core value concept of "customer
first", opened a special customer service
hotline to provide users with 7 * 24 artificial
customer service services for users in different
countries, help customers to answer questions in
the first time, shorten their waiting time.

Full service
An Intelligent Risk Preference
assessment system
Relying on big data management and user selfportrait analysis, the Real Coin trading
platform provides users with an intelligent
risk assessment system, and makes an
intelligent assessment of customers' risk
tolerance and investment ability.

Intelligent order
execution transactions
Real Coin offers hang-order
transactions.After the investor specifies the
transaction currency, the amount and the
transaction target price, once the quotation
reaches or is better than the price specified
by the investor, the investor's instruction
shall be executed.

Multi-platform terminal
Real Coin will provide four
transaction clients: Web browser,
Windows system, Andriod system and
IOS system, and gradually develop
MAC OS system and H5 mobile browser
in the later stage.

Full service

Multi-language
support
Real Coin parent easy platform will
support Britain, France, China, Japan,
South Korea and other 1. More than
the mainstream languages, so that
investors in different countries and
regions can have free access to Real
Coin trading platform.

The whole network
transaction
The rapid prosperity of the crypto
asset market puts forward higher
and higher requirements for the
service level of trading platforms,
but there are many problems in the
existing trading platforms, which
is difficult to meet the
diversified investment needs of
investors.

Audit and compliance
requirements

Risk management
needs

The agency monitors
and retains details
of its trader
positions, triggers,
and pre-transaction
restrictions.

Portfolio are composed of decentralized
orders on multiple trading platforms with
different user interfaces. Performing
orders on these different trading
platforms also makes risk management even
more challenging due to diverse orders
and differentiated prices.
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Real Coin
qualification

Real Coin qualification
(Team Introduction)
Martyniuk
Co-founder and CEO

With the background of international renewable
energy development, working from the industry
The plant is built through independent energy
suppliersEnergy sales.
Nikolaj is responsible for the overall strategy
and business development

ArtOras Asakavicius

Facebook's virtual reality (VR) equipment plant
Former CEO (CEO) of Commercial Oculus No
Office technical officer Brendan Iribe was once a big
countryDSO's Chief Technology Officer, in Green Ener
gy IntegrationAnd has 7 years of experience in all
aspects of the smart grid industry.
Co-founders have a regulatory and fintech background.
Over the past five years, he has led a team of lawyers,
Responsible for the largest law firm of Baltics-Sorainen
All fintech, blockchain, and cryptocurrency-related
industries
Affairs and regulation.

Brendan Iribe

Real Coin Qualification
(Foundation Introduction)

World Hedge Fund has been founded in 2017 and was registered in Denver in 2018. It is one of the prestigious, largest and
independent NGOs cultural industry development organizations in the world.It was co-founded by many well-known
foundations.
The purpose of International World Hedge fundation is to provide lasting and tailored professional services for cultural workers
engaged in cultural undertakings by integrating various social resources, and to inherit human civilization in a friendly and
scientific way.

Real Coin Qualification (Foundation
Introduction)
World Hedge fundation was
founded in 2017 in Denver, USA,
and is composed of a group of
passionate people keen to
explore new developments in
the field of ultracultura culture
and science.They conducted
valuable programs linking the
scientific and business
communities on the American
and international stages.They
inspire people who desire to
explore new developments in
science and activities for the
benefit of society and to
establish a healthy perspective.

Real Coin digital
capital Production
and social trading platform

